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Abstract

Weld overlay coatings have been chosen as the method of corrosion protection

in many low NOx boilers. Gaseous corrosion studies were performed on several

commercial weld overlay coatings in typical low NOx atmospheres.

Four different weld claddings were studied - IN622, IN625, FM72, and

309SS. Wrought TIl and cast Fe-lOwt%Al were also investigated. Five different gas

compositions were used that ranged from highly oxidizing (high P02) to highly

sulfidizing (low P02). The alloys were exposed to each gas composition for 100 hours

at 500°e. Additionally, gas cycle tests were performed where the alloys were exposed

toaltemating oxidizing and sulfidizing environments at 5000 e for 100 hours at 12

hour cycles.

IN622, IN625, and FM72 exhibited parabolic corrosion rates in the sulfidizing

atmospheres. The resulting scales consisted of an outer layer of NbS2 and an inner

layer of mixed phases. The alloys performed very well in the oxidizing environments,

forming a passive oxide layer on the surface. They also displayed good corrosion

resistance in the cyclic atmosphere.

309SS displayed linear corrosion behavior during exposure to the sulfidizing

gases. It showed lower weight gains and thinner scale thickness compared to the

nickel-base alloys. This alloy also had excellent corrosion resistance in the oxidizing

and the cycling atmospheres.

TIl formed non-protective sulfide scales in the sulfidizing·gases and exhibited

parabolic kinetics. In the oxidizing gas, TIl experienced parabolic kinetics with the
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formation of iron oxide on the scale. A mixture of sulfides and oxides were formed in

the cyclic atmosphere.

Fe-lOwt%Al also formed a non-protective sulfide scale in the sulfidizing

gases. Fe-l Owt%Al exhibited excellent corrosion resistance in the highly sulfidizing

gas in due to the formation of a passive oxide layer. A mixture of iron and aluminum

oxides formed in the oxidizing gases. Exposure to the cyclic atmosphere resulted in a

mixed oxide/sulfide scale.

A platinum wire catalyst was used in the gases containing both O2 and S02 in

order to equilibrate the gases to form S03. This reaction enhanced the corrosion of

T11 and Fe-l Owt%Al and resulted in the formation of thick oxide/sulfide/sulfate

scales.

The nickel-base alloys and the stainless steel exhibit good corrosion resistance

overall.
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1.0 Introduction

The emission of nitrogen oxides (NOx) from the burning of fossil fuels is a major

source of environmental hazards such as acid rain and ground-level ozone. In fact, 85%

of electric utility nitrogen oxide originates from coal-fired power plants. Therefore, in

1990, the U.S. government passed the Clean Air Act Amendment, which established

nitrogen oxide limitations for certain coal-fired utility units. The first stage of the

program calls for a reduction in annual NOx emission in the United States by over 1.5

million tons per year beginning in the year 2000 (Phase II) 1
•

The formation and emission of nitrogen oxides are inhibited by low operating

flame temperatures. Two techniques for combating the NOx emissions in these utilities

include the use of low NOx burners and staged combustion. Low NOx burners delay the

mixing between the air and fuel to produce a low temperature fuel-rich flame, inhibiting

NOx formation. However, delayed mixing results in unburned hydrocarbons and reduced

combustion efficiency and can lead to a chemically reducing atmosphere that can corrode

the furnace walls. In staged combustion, the air input is substoichiometric in the burner

zone. The balance of air is distributed through air ports at a higher elevation to complete

the combustion. The process favors the formation of inert N2instead of reactive NO.2,3

The implementation of low NOx burners in coal-fired boilers has led to a rise in

the corrosion rate of the waterwall boiler tubes. Under normal firing conditions, an

oxidizing atmosphere, involving such gases as O2, CO2, H20, S02, and S03 exists within

the boiler, which results in a protective oxide scale on the surface of the tubes, impeding

further attack by the gases. However, the use of low NOx technology changes the
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combustion environment, resulting in the presence of reducing gases characterized by

large amounts of CO and HzS. In areas of reducing atmospheres, a porous, nonprotective

sulfIde scale is produced on the waterwalls that have a tendency to flake off and further

expose the metal to the gases. This leads to metal loss that can range from 0.5 to 5.0 mm

per year (mmpy). In order to understand the mechanisms and kinetics of the gaseous

attack, it is necessary to determine the type of environment in which the tubes are

exposed.4

The gas composition in the boiler is not uniform throughout the furnace and is

evident in Figure 1. 1.5 It can be noted that the gas compositions vary signifIcantly

throughout the boiler. The variations in gas compositions play in important role in the

corrosion kinetics. For example, the presence of a minute amount of oxygen in a gas

containing HzS may increase the corrosion, because oxygen oxidizes HzS to elemental

sulfur.

Materials solutions to waterwall fIreside corrosion problems involve either direct

replacement with tubes of a more corrosion-resistant alloy or the application of a

corrosion resistant alloy as a coating on the affected tube.6 Thick protective claddings are

much more likely than thin surface coatings to provide long service life and mechanical

ruggedness.7 Therefore, weld overlay claddings have been chosen as the method of

corrosion protection in many low NOx boilers.

The purpose of this research is to study the corrosion of weld ove~lay coatings in

Low NOx environments.
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2.0 Background

2.1 Oxidation and Sulfidation

The boiler tubes of the furnace are exposed to a highly corrosive environment

during operation. The combination of the high temperatures and corrosive gases

facilitate the oxidation and sulfidation of the tube metal. The activities of oxygen and

sulfur in the atmosphere determine whether oxidation or sulfidation will occur. In order

to understand and resolve the problems with the boiler tube failures, the fundamental

aspects of gaseous corrosion must be addressed.

2.1.2 Mechanism of Oxidation

Metals are oxidized when heated to elevated temperatures in air or highly

oxidizing environments. The reaction between the metal and gas, in this case oxygen,

can be written as:

aM + (b/2)02 ~ MaOb

This reaction takes place in three stages and is depicted in Figure 2. 16
:

1) Adsorption of oxygen gas on the metal surface

2) Formation of individual oxide nuclei which grow laterally to form a continuous oxide

film

3) Further growth of the oxide film normal to the surface

4) Formation of microcracks

5) Formation of macrocracks

There are two ways in which molecules can adsorb to the surface: physically and

chemically. In physical adsorption, weak van der Waals forces help the gas molecules

5



bind to the surface. In chemical adsorption, the surface and gas molecules form a

chemical bond. Oxygen molecules tend to chemically adsorb on the metal surface by

dissociating and adsorbing as atoms8
.

When the metal surface is saturated with adsorbed oxygen atoms and is further

exposed to oxygen gas, oxide nuclei form on the surface. In general, oxide atoms tend to

nucleate in areas with a high density of atoms and the lowest surface free energy. Such

areas include vacancies, kinks, and ledges found on the surface. When the film covers

the surface, the reaction proceeds through solid-state diffusion and the oxide grows

perpendicular to the surface.

Growth stresses in the scale can cause cavities and microcracks that can

eventually grow into larger cracks, exposing the metal to further attack. The continuation

of cracking can lead to extremely high corrosion rates, resulting in breakaway corrosion.

As the oxide layer grows, it will either develop as a protective or a non-protective

scale. In order for a scale to be protective, it should possess good adherence, good high

temperature plasticity to resist fracture, and low diffusion coefficients for metal and gas

ions.9 A non-protective scale will suffer from pores and cracks that will further expose

the base metal to the corrosive atmosphere lead to breakaway corrosion.

2.1.3. Mechanism of Sulfidation

In coal-fired boilers, the sulfidation of the metal occurs in a reducing atmosphere

that is characterized by high sulfur/low oxygen potentials. Sulfur in the coal is reduced to

H2S, and the reaction between H2S and the metal forms a sulfide scale rather than an
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oxide. The mechanism of sulfidation is similar to that of oxidation, where the gas metal

reaction can be written as

aM + (b/2)S2 -7 MaSh

However, there are some important differences between oxidation and sulfidation. First,

sulfidation is commonly many orders of magnitude faster than oxidation. Also, the

morphologies of sulfide scales are often more complex than those characteristic of oxide

scales. 10

2.2 Thermodynamics and Kinetics

2.2.1. Stability Diagrams

Because the combustion of coal results in the formation of both oxidizing and

reducing environments, the metal in the boiler tubes is exposed to gases that contain more

than one oxidant. A number of different phases may form in the scale depending on both

thermodynamic and kinetic considerations. I I An isothermal stability diagram, Figure 2.

2, is useful for determining the type of oxide or sulfide that forms in the scale. The

diagram plots the logarithmic function of the partial pressure of two gases (oxygen and

sulfur) on the coordinate axes. The areas within the diagram depict the oxide or sulfide

that is thermodynamically stable at those pressures. It should be noted that these

diagrams only show the phases that are in equilibrium with the gas pressure, when in

actuality, any compound for which the formation pressure is exceeded can be formed.

Under equilibrium conditions, the diffusion path for all the phases in the scale can be

represented as a line drawn from the point representing the gas atmosphere to the metal

phase l2.
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However, most alloys used for corrosion protection are composed of multiple

alloying elements. For example, at a specific partial pressure of sulfur and oxygen, a

metal oxide of alloy A and a metal sulfide of alloy B may both be stable as shown in their

respective M-O-S stability diagrams. It is a difficult task to determine whether the oxide

or the sulfide phase of alloy AB will be thermodynamically stable at specific sulfur and

oxygen pressures due to the lack of experimental data. Therefore, stability diagrams are

more useful for showing phase trends as the partial pressures of the gases vary for single

metal/gas systems.

2.2.2 Reaction Rates

The kinetics of corrosion can be controlled by several mechanisms:

i) transport and diffusion of the corrosive species to the surface of the metal,

ii) dissociation and adsorption of the gas molecules into the corrosion scale,

iii) growth of the scale by cation and anion diffusion, and

iv) the transfer ofmetal atoms into the scalel2
•

The reaction rate of corrosion can be related mathematically as linear,

logarithmic, parabolic, and paralinear (Figure 2. 313 ,14). The initial reaction at the

gas/metal interface can be described by the linear corrosion rate, which can be equated

as:

x=k1t

where x represents the weight gain of the metal, k1 is the linear rate constant, and t is

time. This relationship describes the corrosion rate as being constant over time and

therefore independent of the amount of gas or metal previously consumed in the reaction.
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The scale may be porous or cracked, thus allowing the transport of the gas molecules

through the scale at faster rates than the chemical reaction. Potassium and Tantalum are

examples of metals that oxidize linearly.

It is possible for the reaction between the metal and gas to begin rapidly and then

slow down to a negligible rate after a period of time. This relationship can be expressed

in terms of the logarithmic rate equation:

x = kloglog(Ct +A)

where k10g is the logarithmic rate constant and C and A are constants. This behavior is

characteristic of the oxidation of most metals at ambient or slightly elevated

temperatures. In this case, the oxide scale forms as a thin film at a fast rate on the surface

of the metal, but once formed, acts as a protective barrier against further corrosion.

Aluminum, copper, and iron follow the logarithmic rate law.

At high temperatures the oxidation of many metals follow a parabolic rate,

expressed as:

x2 = kpt + C

where kp is the parabolic rate constant and C is a constant. In this process, the rate

controlling step is the diffusion of ions through the oxide layer. As the oxide becomes

thicker, the diffusion distance increases and the oxidation rate decreases. Most metals

oxidize according to the parabolic rate law. In later discussion, it is evident that

sulfidation also follows this rate.

It is also possible for corrosion to follow a paralinear rate, where the initial

corrosion rate appears to be parabolic but then undergoes breakaway corrosion, thus
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changing to a linear rate. Metals generally exhibit this behavior at high temperatures due

to rapid exothermic reactions on the surface and the loss of a protective coating l4
•

The rate at which the scale forms is dependent on numerous factors such as gas

pressure, temperature, and elapsed time of reaction. Figure 2. 415 shows the effect of

temperature and partial pressure of reactive gas on the reaction rate. As the partial

pressure of the reactive gas, in this case sulfur, and the temperature increase, the reaction

rate of the corrosion increases. The elapsed time of reaction is also a variable in

determining reaction rates because short time exposure can give misleading results due to

the delayed onset of rapid sulfidation 7.

2.2.3 DiffJ.lsion

Diffusion is a key process in the corrosion of metals. It controls the scale

formation during the gas-metal reaction. Mass transfer may be the result of the diffusion

of metal ions from the metal surface through the oxide to the adsorbed oxygen anions at

the oxide/gas interface, or the result of the diffusion of anions inward through the oxide

to the metal. The diffusion of atomic oxygen into the metal from the oxide or the gas can

also be involved in the process6
•

2.2.3.1 Fick's Laws of Diffusion

Fick's laws of diffusion describe the basics of diffusion. They are based on a two

component system at a constant temperature and pressure, with the net movement of the

atoms in only one direction. The first law states that the rate of the diffusion of atoms is

proportional to the concentration gradient:

J = -D(Bc/ax)

10



where J is the flux of atoms diffusing per second through a unit cross section in the

concentration gradient (Bc/ax), and D is the diffusion coefficient, or diffusivity, in square

centimeters per second. D is a function of the diffusing atoms, the structure through

which they are diffusing, and the temperature.

The temperature dependence of the diffusivity of a metal can be expressed as:

D = Doexp(-Q/RT)

where Do is a constant called the frequency factor that is a function of the diffusing

species and the diffusion medium, Q is the activation energy for diffusion, R is the gas

constant, and T is the absolute temperature. From this equation, it can be noted that

diffusion generally increases as temperature increases.

Values for the diffusivities of selected oxides and sulfides are given in Table 2.

110
• It is apparent that the diffusivities are several orders of magnitude greater in sulfides

than in corresponding oxides. This is reflective in the much higher sulfidation rates that

have been observed.

2.3 Corrosion Resistance in Oxidation and Sulfidation

The main concept in establishing corrosion resistant alloys for the use in low NOx

boilers is to concentrate on the stabilization of oxide surface scales on the alloy. The

renewal of a protective oxide layer by further oxidation of the substrate metal is an

essential feature of reactive metal coatings. Effective coatings must therefore have the

capability of re-establishing a stable oxide film even in only slightly oxidizing

environments7
.
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Chromium oxide (Cr203) is a favored oxide due to its ability to stay intact within

a large temperature range (300-1200°C) and its resistance to sulfidationl6
. Because

Cr203 is a highly protective oxide, chromium is a very important alloying element in

improving the corrosion resistance of metals. Additions of 9-27% chromium have been

observed to improve the oxidation resistance of alloys, and it has been noted that a

chromium level between 16-20% is required to develop a continuous Cr203 scale to

protect against further attack. Figure 2. 56 illustrates the effect of chromium content in

Fe-Cr alloys. The oxidation of chromium generally follows a parabolic rate, and it is

apparent that the rate constants of Fe-Cr alloys decrease with increasing chromium

content17
•

The rate of sulfidation in Fe-Cr alloys is also dependent on chromium content.

Figure 2. 618 shows a plot of the parabolic sulfidation rates of Fe-Cr alloys as a function

of chromium composition. At low chromium concentrations, (Region I), the scale

consisted of FeS. At chromium contents up to 40%, a scale consisting of a mixture of

iron and chromium sulfides was formed. It was observed that at chromium

concentrations between 4 and 80%, the sulfidation rate of Fe-Cr significantly decreases.

A minimum corrosion rate was reported at 70-80% Cr where the scale consisted of a

single layer of chromium sulfide with trace amounts of iron.

From the above results, it is possible to develop sulfidation resistant alloys by the

inhibition of reactive gases through a sulfide barrier layer formation. In this situation in

an alloy of type AB ([B]<[A]) the objective is to choose element B such that it will

12



undergo selective or partial selective sulfidation and develop as a dominant protective

inner barrier layer BS within the duplex (AS +BS) sulfide scalelO
•

For example, Mrowec et. al 19 observed the sulfidation behavior of nickel

chromium alloys. From Figure 2. i 9
, it is evident that sulfidation resistance increases

with increasing chromiuim content, and those alloys possessing more than 20%

chromium experienced relatively low sulfidation rates. Table 2. 2 lists the parabolic rate

constants for the sulfidation process. The greatest difference in the sulfidation parabolic

rate constants exceeds four orders of magnitude for the alloys containing 0.11 and 62.0%

chromium; therefore, the chromium content has an essential influence on the sulfidation

rate of nickel. Table 2. 3 gives the composition of the sulfide scales formed on the Ni-Cr

alloys. It can be noted that the corrosion resistance of the Ni-Cr alloys is due to the

formation of a protective layer of Cr2S3. This layer formed on alloys containing more

than 40% chromium had better protective properties than on pure chromium, due to the

lower defect concentration19.

A similar effect is seen in Fe-Cr alloys. Figure 2. 6 represents the effect of

chromium concentration on the sulfidation rate of Fe-Cr alloys. However, instead of

forming a protective Cr2S3 layer on the metal surface, the scale consists of a solid

solution FeS-Cr2S3. Table 2. 4 gives the sulfidation parabolic rate constants of the Fe-Cr

alloys. A comparison of this data and that given in Table 2. 2 shows that the rate

constants of the Fe-Cr alloys is larger by two orders of magnitude than those for the Ni

Cr alloys. From diffusivity values listed in Table 2. 1, it is apparent that the presence of

iron (in the form of iron sulfide) in the Cr2S3 scale significantly increases the corrosion
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rate of the iron-base alloy. The diffusivity of Fel-xS is three and a half times larger than

the diffusivity of CrZS3. Though the FeS-CrZS3 scale provided some protection against

corrosion, CrZ03 is much more effective18
.

Chou and Daniet2 studied the corrosion resistance of several alloys, both iron and

nickel-base, under typical low NOx conditions. The alloys were exposed to complex gas

mixtures (HzS, Hz, Oz, CO, COz, HzO, Nz), which varied from reducing to oxidizing, for

1000-4000 hours at temperatures up to 482°C. In general, the alloys with higher

chromium contents had good corrosion resistance in all of the environments. The

stainless steels performed better than the carbon steels. The nickel-base alloys,

specifically Inconel 671, suffered even less attack than the stainless steels due to its

higher chromium content. In the reducing environments, the stainless steels formed an

outer layer of iron sulfide and an inner layer containing both FeS and CrZ03. The

corrosion layer formed on Inconel 671 was a very thin oxide layer and lacked an outer

sulfide layer. The inner oxide layer formed on the high-chromium alloy was enriched

with CrZ03 that acted as a barrier against cation diffusion and prevented the formation of

an outer sulfide layer.

Corrosion resistance should not be judged on chromium content alone. Hsu et.

al.zo also studied the sulfidation of several iron and nickel-base alloys in a reducing

complex gas at 650°C. The compositions of each alloy are listed in Table 2. 5zo. Even

though the nickel-base alloys investigated possessed a high amount of chromium, they

suffered very high weight losses (see Table 2. 6zo). The stainless steels had better

corrosion resistance than the Inconel alloys; however, Armco 18SR suffered the least
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amount of corrosion overall. The thin, adherent corrosion scale formed on Armco 18SR

was mainly chromium sulfide with small amounts of iron and aluminum or their sulfides.

The poor resistance of the Inconel alloys might be due to poor adherence of the scale,

which further exposes the base metal to the corrosive atmosphere. Additionally, the

phases present in the scale (nickel sulfides) have a melting temperature of 685°C, which

. I h zoIS very c ose to t e test temperature .

2.4 Corrosion in Low NOx environments.

2.4.1. Corrosion in H2S

Because HzS plays a dominant role in the waterwall corrosion of low NOx

boilers, many studies have been done on the effects of iron-base alloys in Hz-HzS gas

mixtures. Kung and EckhartZI studied the performance of various iron-base alloys in HzS

containing gases. Several low carbon, low alloy, and stainless steels were tested in three

different complex gases characterized by COz, CO, Hz, Nz, HzS and HzO. These gases

varied in HzS composition. The samples were exposed to each gas atmosphere for 1000

hours at 500, 700, and 900°C. The low carbon and low alloy steels suffered greater

corrosion rates than the stainless steels. It was also observed that the corrosion rates

increased with increasing test temperature, resulting in corrosion rates as high as 18 mils

per year (mpy) at 900°C. The corrosion scales formed on these alloys consisted mainly

of an outer iron sulfide layer and an inner mixed layer of iron oxide and iron sulfide. The

stainless steels exhibited corrosion rates of less than 4mpy at all test temperatures. The

corrosion product, though thinner than the carbon and low alloy steels, was also

comprised of a multi-layered product with iron sulfide as the outer layer and a thin,
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continuous layer of chromium oxide underneath. As stated previously, the formation of

chromium oxide is very important in the corrosion resistance of alloys. The high

chromium content present in the stainless steel accounts for the good corrosion resistance

exhibited.

Early studies performed by Haycock22 helped determine the mechanism of

corrosion of iron and low alloy steels in H2-H2S environments. The corrosion rates of

several low alloy steels were investigated at temperatures between 400 and 550°C. The

scales formed on all of the alloys consisted of two layers - an outer porous layer and an

inner compact layer. Both layers were mainly iron sulfide. The corrosion kinetics were

described as following a parabolic-linear rate law. Haycock states that because the outer

scale is porous, the main resistance to corrosion would be found in the inner barrier layer.

Since the formation of the inner layer grows by the diffusion of the sulfide ions to the

metal surface, this process accounts for the parabolic corrosion kinetics. The linear

component of the rate law is associated with the process occurring at the interface

between the compact and the porous scale layers. Haycock states that the porous outer

scale is formed by the depletion of sulfide ions from the inner layer and accounts for the

linear corrosion kinetics.

Schulte et at23studied the sulfidation of several steels: unalloyed C-steel (ferritic),

lCr-O.5Mosteel(ferritic), 12Cr-lMo-0.25V steel (ferritic) and 18Cr-lONi-Ti steel

(austenitic). The carbon steel and the lCr-O.5Mo steel had similar corrosion products

form on their surfaces. The outer layer of the scale was a coarse-grain, nonadherent FeS

layer. The inner layer was a fine grain, porous FeS layer with traces of Cr and Mo found
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in the lCr-O.5Mo steel. The 12Cr-lMo-O.25V steel had a similar two-layer scale with

traces of Cr found in the outer FeS layer and an inner layer enriched with 24-27% Cr.

Grain boundary attack was observed in all three alloys. The corrosion layer formed on

the 12Cr-lONi-Ti steel had a third layer of FeCr2S4 in between the outer and inner FeS

layers. Additionally, traces of Cr and Ni were detected in the outer FeS layer. Figure 2.

823 shows a schematic describing the development of iron sulfide during the corrosion of

the ferritic steels in H2S. The sulfidation of the steel begins with the formation of a pore

free sulfide layer (A). During the growth of the sulfide layer, pores begin to form at the

metal/scale interface, specifically at the grain boundaries of the sulfide layer (B). An

inner layer of FeS enriched with Cr begins to form (C). The internal stresses in the outer

sulfide layer cause its detachment (D). Finally, a new FeS layer forms on top of the

porous inner layer (E). The outer sulfide layer grows by the outward diffusion of Fe ions

while the inner layer grows by the inward sulfur transport along pores. The overall gas

metal reaction can be represented as

Fe + H2S = H2 + FeS

The kinetics of the corrosion of the ferritic steels follows a linear relationship, meaning

that the rate controlling step in the process is the constant delivery rate of H2S at the inner

surface of the detached layer23 .

The kinetics of the corrosion of the austenitic steel followed parabolic kinetics,

which indicates that solid-state diffusion is the rate controlling step. The formation of the

compact FeCr2S4 layer is responsible for the decrease in sulfidation rate of the alloy23.

This further supports the importance of chromium in the corrosion resistance of alloys.
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The corrosion of commercial steels in H2-H2S and H2-H2S-C02 gas mixtures was

also investigated by Gesmundo et. a124. The partial pressure of sulfur for both gas

compositions was the same. The corrosion scales that formed in both atmospheres were

typical to those described above. No oxide scales were formed in the CO2 containing

gases. The formation of the duplex scales followed irregular kinetics that involved an

initial stage of decreasing (parabolic) rate and a second stage of linear behavior.

Gesmundo et. al explain that the initial parabolic kinetics observed occur by the growth

of the outer scale by the outward diffusion of iron, while the inner layer grows by the

inward penetration of sulfur. After some time, the outer layer becomes increasingly non

protective due to the formation of cracks and pores from internal stresses (as seen in

Figure 2. 8). The growth mechanism of the scale at this stage becomes complex and

involves different simultaneous processes - the outward diffusion of iron through FeS, the

inward penetration of H2S through pores, and the reaction between the H2S and the metal.

The scale growth eventually is controlled by gas transport within the scale. The

combination of these processes leads to a generally linear overall reaction rate24.

2.4.2 Cyclic Oxidation and Sulfidation

The effects of alternating oxidizing and reducing atmospheres have also been an

interest in determining the corrosion resistance of alloys. Chou and Danietz have

examined the effects of alternating gas conditions at temperatures between 700 and

900eC in various iron-base alloys, including carbon and stainless steels. An increase in

the corrosion rate of carbon steel (compared to the constant sulfidation tests) was

observed under these conditions. In the reducing conditions, iron sulfide is the stable
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phase formed while in the oxidizing gases, Fe203 and Fe304 are stable. The alternating

gas conditions transform the sulfide into oxide and vice versa, which results in a porous,

nonadherent scale. The stainless steels experienced a decrease in corrosion rates

compared to their behavior in the reducing atmosphere. This observation can be

attributed to the formation of stable chromium oxide during the transient oxidation

periods.

Gesmundo et al. studied the corrosion of commercial steels in cycling conditions

at both 500 and 600°C25,26. In the study at 500°C, CI8 (0.OI2C), T22 (2.22Cr-0.89Mo

0.09C) and T9 (8.84Cr-0.89Mo) steels were exposed to alternating oxidizing (1%02,

0.%802, balance N2) and reducing (H2-I%H28) environments over a span of four days,

with one day per cycle. Higher weight gains were observed during the tests with the

initial sulfidizing cycle. The resulting microstructures contained mainly iron-sulfides,

though a discontinuous oxide layer was apparent in parts of the scale. During a reducing

cycle, the oxide layers formed previously were thermodynamically unstable and

transformed into sulfides. However, the sulfide layers were not converted into oxides

during an oxidizing cycle. Because the sulfide layers are porous and have low self

diffusivities, the iron ions can rapidly diffuse through the sulfide to react with the

oxidizing gas. The overall kinetics are controlled by the nature and thickness of the

various layers formed during each cycle25,26.
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2.5 Summary

Waterwall wastage in low NOx boilers is still a major concern for utility

companies. Weld overlay coatings have been the chosen technique for combating

fireside corrosion of boiler tubes. However, effective corrosion resistant alloys are

necessary in order to provide long-term protection. By understanding how variables such

as gas composition and temperature effect the mechanism and kinetics of corrosion in

reducing atmospheres, more efficient alloys can be identified. Additional research needs

to be done in the areas of alternating compositions in order to develop a definite

relationship between the corrosion rates and the scale morphologies resulting. From this,

it may be possible to determine a better approach to reducing boiler tube wastage.
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SHADED AREAS SHOW
ZONES WHERE CORROSION
RATES ARE> 150 n mIh

POSITION OF BURNERS ON
FRONT WALL

SAMPLE POINTS

I

8+
SIDEWALL REAR WALL

(VIEWED FROM OUTSIDE
BOILERl

SIDEWALL

III

121

SAMPLE POINT NUMBER :

GAS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

02 % 10'8 4·1 NIL 1·2 NIL NIL 1-1 e 9 8·6 6·2 6-1

CO % (}02 0·02 4·2 0'8 H 4-3 0·61 (}03 0-06 0005 er03

SOz VPM 490 800 900 1200 800 1000 1600 600 400 700 1000

Hz % NIL NIL 1-08 0'20 0·70 1·23 0·12 NIL NIL NIL NIL

HzS PPM NIL NIL >300 E>300 NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

HC VPM NIL NIL 6 6 2 3 NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL

HCl PPM 150 265 377 ~3 385 470 410 267 230 239 225

HClc PPM 159 246 425 316 407 425 404 266 267 320 286

SOLID

Combusllbles % 2·9 8'2 14-6 SO'8 24·5 42-3 12-4 2·5 N 5·7 7·8

Cl % 0·11 0·03 0·13 0·15 0·21 0-13 0'15 0·03 0·07 0'08 0·10

S % 0·59 0'49 0'50 0·48 0·77 0·60 0'46 0·28 0·27 0·42 0·33

O) HC is total hydrocarbon 9ases concentration.

(2) HClc is calculated HCl concentration from coal composition.

Figure 1. 1: The composition of gases and solids reaching the furnace walls of a 120
MW boiler.
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Table 2. 1: Self-diffusion coefficients of cations DMe in some metal oxides and sulfides

Table 4 Selfdiffusion coefficients of cations D"1>e in some metal oxides and sulphides21

Temperature. Temperature.
Sulphide 'C 0 ..... em' S-l Oxide 'C D...",_ cm2 s"'''

CU2_'S 650 5·15.10- s CU2_'O 1000 ~·7xl0-"

COl_'S 720 7.0><10- 7 COt_,O 1000 1·9 X 10-9

Nil_.S 800 1·4xl0-3 Nil_.O 1000 i·O x 10-11

CI2S] 1000 1·0 x 10- 1 CIZO] lOaD l'Oxl0- 12

Fet _.S 800 3·5xl0-1 Fel_.O 800 13 x 10-"
AI2S] 600 l-ox 10-13 AI2O] 1000 10xl0-·5

NbS2 800 1·6xl0- 12
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Table 2. 3: Phase composition of sulfide scales formed on nickel-chromium alloys.

T,,~u S. I'IlA.q CO\lNKITIOS OF ~Ul.rlllOF. SCAlf5 fOR\lm ON NICKEl-<:lIROM1UM ALLOYS

Q··NiS Q··NiS
Ni, ..S,· Ni.. ,S,·
u-NiS a-NiS

Cr,S.
a-NiS a-NiS

Cr,S,
a-NiS Cr.S,
NiS,· a-NiS·
(l-NiS Cr,S,

a-NiS·
Cr,S, Cr,S,
Cr,S, Cr,S,
Cr,S, Cr,S.
Cr,S, CrrS,
Cr,S, CrISt

Sulphidnlion
('hrOOlium l~rnrcr;lture

WI. ~~ "C

00 (,00

011 600

4·5 700

1)-8 800

32-8 7S0

32-8 850

63'tl 8S0
63-0 1S0
82'0 900
82·0 750

100 900

·Low concentration of Il\Jrk~d rhHse.
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Temperature,' ·C

Cr. at. ~~ 700 750 800 850 900 950 WOO

0.35 2.6 x [0-' 4.3 x 10-' 6.8 x 10-' 1.0 X 10- 3 1.4 X 10- 3

1.1 2.4 x 10-' 3.9 x 10-< 6.5 x 10-< 1.4 X 10- 3 1.0 X 10-3

2.2 2.1 x 10-' 3.5 x 10-< 6.0 x 10-' 9.6 X 10- 1 1.4 X 10-3

4.0 1.5 x 10- 4 2.7 x 10-< 2.7 x 10-' 2.3 x 10-' 1.2 X 10-3 1.8 X to- 3

N
5.1 2.0 x 10- 5 3.0 X 10- 5 3.7 x 10- 5 5.3 X 10- 5 4.0 x 10-' 1.6 X 10- 3-.l

130 3.3 X 10- 6 4.1 X 10- 6 6.3 x 10- 0 3.9 X 10- 5 1.8 x 10- 4 6.0 x 10-<
19.4 - 1.4 x 10- 6 4.5 X 10-u 2.3 X 10- 5 I.l x 10- 4 2.4 x 10-" 6.2 x 10- 4

31.3 - - 3.6 X 10- 6 8.0 X IO- d 33 x 10- 0 9.2 x 10- 5 2.2 x 10- 4

57 - - 1.4 x 10- 0 6.4 X 10- 6 2.1 x 10- 5 5.5 X 10- 5 1.4 x 10-'
74 - - 1.9 x 10- 0 3.5 X 10- 6 8.2 X 10- 6 3.0 x 10- 0 7.3 X 10- 5

o Values of k; are given in g'Jcm'-min.
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Table 2.5: Nominal Compositions of the Test Samples.

Table 2.6: Estimated Corrosion Rates.

Alloy

IncOllCl600
IncolOY 800
3165.5. .
3045.5.
Armco 18SR
I02OC.5.

"Estimate unavailable.

Tlblem. Estimated Corrosion Rates

Original Thickntss Measured Thickness Corrosion Rate

mm in. mm in. mmlyear in. Iyear
3.38 0.133 2.06 o.oSI 57.S 2.262
3.30 0.130 3.\0 0.122 8.89 0.350
\.14 0.045 \.02 0.040 S.56 0.219
\.<42 0.056 \.42 0.052 4.44 0.175
0.86 0.034 0.86 0.034 Nil Nil
1.09 0.043
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02(9)

~.O·///-. ·~f' / .. /0.'·< '//
. ....

Adsorption

Oxide nucleation + growth

Oxygen dissolution ::
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Figure 2. 4: Dependence of the parabolic rate constants of iron sulfidation on sulfur

pressure for several temperatures.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

3.1. Sample Preparation

The materials used in this study are wrought Fe-l.25Cr-0.5Mo steel, cast Fe

10wt%Al, IN622 weld overlay, IN625 weld overlay, FM72 weld overaly, and 309

stainless steel weld overlay. The compositions of the alloys are listed in Table 3. 1. The

metal was cut into 15mm by 15mm by 5mm specimens using a Struers Accutom 50 high

speed cutting wheel. A 2mm hole was drilled through the top-center of each sample in

order to place it in the thermogravimetric balance. The surfaces and comers of the

samples were ground using 600 grit silicon carbide paper and cleaned in alcohol. They

were then measured to the nearest hundredth of a mm using a hand micrometer and

weighed to the nearest tenth of a mg with a digital balance.

3.2. Corrosion Testing

A Netzsch STA 409 thermogravimetric balance was used to measure the weight

gain of the sample over time. A schematic of the Netzsch is shown in Figure 3.1. A kd

Scientific syringe pump was used to inject water into the chamber of the furnace, as seen

in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The point at which the water enters the furnace is at a

temperature that is high enough to evaporate the water so it enters the chamber as water

vapor. The sample is supsended from the crucible in order to fully expose it to the gases.

After the sample is placed in the chamber, the balance is zeroed to the nearest hundredth

of a mg. Any traces of oxygen in the furnace chamber can affect the POz of the corrosive

gas, specifically in the reducing atmospheres. Therefore, a vacuum is pulled on the

furnace, which is subsequently back-filled with ultra high purity argon. This process is
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repeated five times in order to get rid of residual air that remains inside the furnace.

Afterwards, ultra high purity argon is allowed to flow to the balance at a flow rate of

50mL/min while the corrosive gases flow to the chamber at the same rate. These gases

flow through the Netzsch for two hours prior to testing.

The gas compositions used in this study were complex mixtures of H2, H2S, CO,

CO2, 02, S02, N2, and water vapor, H20. The mixtures ranged from highly reducing to

highly oxidizing. The presence of water vapor is inherent in coal-fired boilers; therefore,

it was included in this study. However, it is difficult to include water vapor in a cylinder

of mixed gases. Therefore, the gas compositions listed in Table 3. 2 are for dry gases.

The flow rates listed in Table 3. 3 were calculated to constantly inject a specific volume

of water into the furnace via the kd Scientific syringe pump.. Table 3. 4 shows the final

composition of the gases including the moisture content.

Gas 5 consists of various oxidizing species, including O2 and S02. Under

equilibrium conditions, the reaction

2S02(g) + 02(g) = 2S03(g)

would occur. In order to obtain the right thermodynamic conditions, a platinum wire

catalyst that was placed inside the furnace tube was used to equilibrate the gas mixture

(Grabke). Proof of the above reaction presented itself as condensed S03 in the reaction

chamber.

Each sample was exposed to each gas composition at 500°C for 100 hours. A

sample isothermal program is shown in Table 3. 5. Additionally, gas cycle experiments

were also performed on the samples. The specimens were exposed to alternating
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oxidizing and sulfidizing gases, beginning with the oxidizing gas, at twelve-hour

intervals for 96 hours. Compositions 5 and 3 were used in these experiments. A sample

program is seen in Table 3.6. After the furnace cooled to room temperature, the samples

were removed and weighed to the nearest tenth of a mg.

3.3. Characterization

Macroscopic digital color photographs of the specimens were taken using an

Olympus SZHIO Stereoscope. The corrosion scales were then characterized using the

Rigaku Rotaflex x-ray unit. The x-ray spectra produced were compared to those obtained

from the Powder Diffraction File (PCPDF-WIN) in order to identify the phases of the

scales. The samples were then mounted in cold setting epoxy. Once set, the samples

were ground to a 600 grit finish using silicon carbide paper and then polished to a 0.1 Ilm

finish using colloidal silica.

Photomicrographs of the cross sections of the samples were taken using the

Reichert-Jung MeF3 metallograph. The thickness of the scales was measured using a

Nikon Microphot light optical microscope and the LECO imaging program. 50

measurements were taken of each layer on each sample. Further characterization of the

scales was performed using the energy dispersive spectroscopy system on the JEOL

6300F scanning electron microscope at 25eV.
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Table 3. 1: Compositions of alloys studied, wt%

Overlay Sample Fe Ni Cr Others

Fe-1.0Cr-0.5Mo Balance 1.25 0.5Mo

Fe-10Al Balance 10Al

309SS Balance 11 21 2.0Mn-0.83Si-0.03C

IN625 8.2 Balance 20 8.4Mo-3.4Nb

IN622 7 Balance 20 14.0Mo-3.0W

FM72 6 Balance 39 ---

Table 3. 2: Gas compositions in volume percent as received from Scott Specialty Gases

Gas Gas 1 Gas 2 Gas 3 Gas 4-a Gas4-b Gas 5
Component
O2 --- --- --- 1.042 1.042 2.1
CO 15 13.1 10.2 2.08 2.08
CO2 2 5.1 13.54 13.54 16
H2 3 2.5 --- --- --- ---
H2S 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.125 --- ---
S02 --- --- --- --- 0.125 0.13
N2 Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance

Table 3.3: Flow rates of Syringe Pump into furnace

Final % H20 in gas Flow Rate (IlL/hr)
0.50% 12
2.0% 48
4.0% 96
6.0% 145
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Table 3.4: Gas Compositions in volume percent with variable moisture

Gas
Component Gas 1 Gas 2 Gas 3 Gas 4 Gas5
O2 --- --- --- I 2
CO 15 13 10 2 ---
CO2 2 5 13 15
H2 3 2.5 --- --- 6
H2O --- 0.5 2 4 ---
H2S 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.06 ---
S02 --- --- --- 0.06 0.12
N2 81.88 81.68 82.88 79.88 76.88
log P02 ~27.9 -23.2 -19.2 -16.9 -1.7
log PS2 -6.3 -3.3 -8.6 -13.2 -45.6

Table 3.5: Temperature program for 100hr isothermal hold at 500°C

Temperature Segment Rate (Kimin) Temperature (0C) Time
Initial 20
Dynamic (heating) 50 500 10 min
Isothermal 500 100 hrs
Dynamic (cooling) 20 20 20 min
Emergency Shut Off Temperature 550

Table 3.6: Temperature program for 12 hour gas cycle experiments

Temperature Segment Rate (K/min) Temperature (OC) Time Gas
Initial 20 5
Dynamic (heating) 50 500 10 min 5
Isothermal 500 12hrs 5
Isothermal 500 12hrs 3
Isothermal 500 12hrs 5
Isothermal 500 12hrs 3
Isothermal 500 12hrs 5
Isothermal 500 12hrs 3
Isothermal 500 12hrs 5
Isothermal 500 12hrs 3
Dynamic (cooling) 20 20 20 min 3
Emergency Shut Off 550
Temperature
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4.0 Results and Discussion

Figures 4.1-4.4 show the M-S-O phase stability diagrams for iron, nickel,

aluminum, and chromium. The phase stability diagrams for the Fe-S-O and the Ni-S-O

systems predict that at 500°C gas compositions 1 and 2 will be sulfidizing gases, due to

the low P02. Gas composition 3 lies in a sulfide phase field in the Ni-S-O system, but in

an oxidizing area in the Fe-S-O system. The Cr-S-O and Al-S-O phase stability diagrams

predict the formation of oxides in Gases 1, 2, and 3 in the systems. These stability

diagrams represent the phases formed in a pure element. The addition of alloying

elements may shift the phase field boundaries. In all of the M-S-O systems depicted,

oxides are predicted to form in Gas 4 and sulfates are anticipated to form in Gas 5. In

this discussion, Gases 1,2, and 3 will be referred to as sulfidizing gases, and 4 and 5 will

be oxidizing gases.

4.1 Sulfidizing Gases (1,2,3)

Light optical macrographs of the samples after 100 hours exposure to the

sulfidizing gases are shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6. The scales formed on the nickel-base

alloys (IN622, IN625, FM72) generally consist of a non-uniform outer dark, powder

layer and an inner, more adherent yellow crystalline layer. However, IN625 and FM72

exposed to Gas 1 lack the dark powder on their surfaces. FM72 appears to have the least

amount of powder formed on its surfaces. The Fe-Cr alloy (309SS) possessed a dark,

adherent corrosion product from exposure to Gases 1 and 2. In Gas 3, the scale formed

on the specimen was thin and flaky. The iron base (TIl) alloy formed a flaky, yellow
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corrosion scale in all three gas compositions. The iron aluminide also formed a similar

corrosion product in Gases 2 and 3. However, a very thin, dark surface formed on the

alloy in Gas 1.

4.1.1 Microstructures and Kinetics

4.1.1.1 Nickel-base alloys

Light optical micrographs of the nickel-base alloys exposed to the sulfidizing

gases are seen in Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. The microstructures of each alloy are very

similar, with an outer yellow layer and an inner, porous gray layer. Some dendrite attack

is apparent in IN622 and IN625 for all of the sulfidizing gases, but not in FM72. The

scales formed on IN622 and IN625 are thicker than those formed on FM72. The scale

thickness ranged from 35-60Jlm for IN622 and IN625. FM72 had scales that ranged from

21-40Jlm thick. X-ray diffraction (Figure 4.10) shows the presence of NbS2 in the scale

ofIN625 exposed to Gas 2. Because all of these alloys are similar in composition, NbS2

most likely makes up the outer, yellow layer of the corrosion product for all of the alloys.

X-ray diffraction performed on FM72 exposed to Gas 3 showed the appearance of more

peaks than seen in IN625 in Gas 2 (Figure 4.11). Table 4.2 lists all of the possible phases

that match each peak in Figure 4.11. Because of the amount of alloying elements present

in the nickel-base alloys, it is possible to form several different phases within the

corrosion scale. Additionally, the IN625 possesses a thicker scale than FM72; therefore,

x-ray diffraction was only able to detect the NbS2 phase on surface of the IN625 sample.

The corrosion kinetics of the sulfidation of the nickel-base alloys are plotted as

weight gain vs. time, as seen in Figures 4.12 - 4.14. The Inconel alloys exhibited
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parabolic behavior, with n-values ranging from 0.49 to 0.6. However, they also

experienced relatively higher weight gains compared to FM72. The sulfidation of FM72

also reflected corrosion kinetics that are close to parabolic. The n-values attained for

Gases 1,2, and 3 were 0.58, 0.38, and 0.7 respectively.

4.1.1.2 Fe-Cr alloy

Light Optical micrographs of the cross section of309SS after exposure to Gases 1

and 3 are seen in Figure 4.15. Corrosion in Gas 2 was very similar to Gas 1. The

corrosion scale formed in Gas 1 is more adherent than that formed in Gas 3. The outer

layer formed in Gas 3 was thin and flaky, which caused its separation from the corrosion

product. The thickness of the scales formed ranged from 27 - 29 flm. A very small

amount of attack of the substrate is apparent in the alloy exposed to Gas 1. X-ray

diffraction (Figure 4.16) indicates that exposure to all sulfidizing gases resulted in the

formation of an outer layer ofFel-xS and an inner layer of FeCr2S4. The outer iron sulfide

layer forms by the outward diffusion of Fe ions an its reaction with the sulfur in the gas.

The inner, spinel layer forms by the inward diffusion of S ions and its reaction with the

iron and chromium found in the alloy.

A plot of weight gain vs. time for 309 SS exposed to the sulfidizing gases at

500°C is shown in Figure 4.17. The determined n-values that reflect the reaction kinetics

are in between linear and parabolic. The n-values range from 0.7 toO.83 in the sulfidizing

atmospheres. The final weight gained after 100 hours was generally lower than TIl and

the Inconel alloys. The close-to-parabolic kinetics and lower weight gains observed can

be contributed to the formation of the compact FeCr2S4layer than forms between the base
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metal and the Fel-xS layer. This spinel layer may act as a passive layer and accounts for

the diffusion-controlled kinetics.

4.1.1.3. Fe-base alloy

Cross sections of TIl exposed to Gases 1 and 3 are shown in Figures 4.18 and

4.19. Corrosion of TIl in Gas 2 is very similCir to that in Gas 3. Both microstructures

exhibit a non-adherent, coarse grained outer scale and a fine-grained, more adherent

inner scale. The scale thickness of the alloy exposed to Gas 1 was 70llm, while in Gases

2 and 3, the thickness of the scales were measured to be 37 and 351lm respectively. The

x-ray spectrum shown in Figure 4.20 indicates that the outer layer of the scale consists of

Fel-xS. Work done by Schulte et al. identified an enrichment of Cr and Mo of Fel_xS at

the metal-scale interface of sulfidized low alloy steels. This area was darker in color than

the pure Fel_xS and penetrated the grain boundaries. Based on this information, the

interface between the scale and the base metal shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 may be

enriched with Cr and Mo. The outer Fel-xS layer formed by the outward diffusion of iron

ions and the reaction between iron and sulfur at the interface. The inner, fine-grained

scale was formed by the inward diffusion of sulfur ions and the reaction between the base

metal and sulfur. Penetration of the grain boundaries of the alloy is apparent in Figure

4.19.

A plot of weight gain vs. time for TIl exposed to the sulfidizing gases is seen in

Figure 4.21. Exposure to Gas 1 resulted in the highest weight gain after 100 hours. The

corrosion kinetics followed behavior in between parabolic and linear, with n = 0.79.

From Figure 19, it appears that the kinetics initially follow a parabolic rate until 50 hours,
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where the weight gain vs. time remains constant. This reflects a parabolic to linear

transition. Exposure to Gases 2 and 3 seem to follow a similar trend in kinetics, with

n=0.6 and 0.66 respectively. These kinetics imply that initially, the rate controlling step

is the diffusion of the ions through the corrosion scale. However, with time, the iron

sulfide scale cracks and allows easy transport of the ions, thereby changing the rate

controlling step to the adsorption of the gas in the metal.

4.1.1.3 Fe-lOwt%AI

Light optical micrographs of the cross section of Fe-lOAI exposed to Gas 1 IS

shown in Figure 4.22. From the photomicrograph, the formation of a protective layer,

which is around 2flm thick, is apparent. The scale formed was too thin to examine using

x-ray diffraction. From the phase stability diagrams, FeS and/or Ah03 would be

expected to form in this gas composition. Banovic et. al. I reported that Fe-lOwt%AI

exposed to a simple reducing gas (P02 = 10-25, PS2 = 10-4 atm) at 500°C for 100 hours

formed a thin, protective Ah03 layer. Even though Gas 1 is a highly sulfidizing gas, the

P02 and PS2 are comparable to that used by Banovic et. al.; therefore, the scale seen in

Figure 4.22 is most likely Ah03.

A cross section of the specimen exposed to Gas 3 is seen in Figure 4.23.

Corrosion in Gas 2 was very similar. The scale thickness was measured to be 30flm.

Two layers are apparent in the corrosion scale. X-ray diffraction performed on the outer,

non-adherent layer indicates the presence of Fel_xS. The inner, more adherent layer could

not be examined using XRD. However, studies by Banovic et. al. l suggest the formation

of an FeAbS4 spinel layer below the iron sulfide. Therefore, the mechanism of scale
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formation is similar to the sulfidation of 309SS, with the outward diffusion of iron ions

and the inward diffusion of sulfur.

The corrosion kinetics of the sulfidation of Fe-lOw%Al are plotted in Figure 4.24.

The sample exposed to Gas 1 gained very little weight while exposure to Gas 2 and 3

resulted in linear kinetics, with n=0.9. In Gas 1, the specimen formed a protective oxide

layer that inhibited further attack. However, in Gases 2 and 3, the formation of a non

protective iron sulfide layer resulted higher weight gains.

4.2 Oxidizing Gases (4,5)

Light optical macrographs of the specimens after 100 hours exposure to Gases 4

and 5 (Pt catalyzed) are shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26. From these macrographs, it

appears that any scale that formed on the nickel-base (IN622, IN625, and FM72) and the

Fe-Cr (309SS) alloys is only visible in the form of discoloration. In Gas 4, IN622,

IN625, and FM72 appear to have areas of yellow and brown on their surfaces. In Gas 5

(Pt Catalyzed), IN625 and FM72 appear darker in color than IN622. The 309SS samples

exposed to both Gas 4 and 5 appear to have an orange tint to them. The surface marks

from the 600 grit SiC paper are still apparent on the all of these specimens, indicating

very little corrosion.

In Gas 4, a red, adherent scale appears on the both the TIl and the Fe-10wt%Al

samples. This is indicative of the formation of an iron oxide layer in the corrosion scale.

In Gas 5 (Pt catalyzed), both alloys formed a thick, brittle corrosion scale on their

surfaces that are white in color.
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4.2.1. Microstructures and Kinetics

4.2.1.1. Nickel-base alloys

A cross section of FM72 exposed to Gas 5 (Pt catalyzed) for 100 hours at 500°C

is seen in Figure 4.27. This microstructure is typical of all of the nickel-base alloys

exposed to Gases 4 and 5. In the oxidizing environments, all three nickel-base alloys

experienced very little weight gain and possessed very thin scales. This is indicative of

the formation of a protective oxide on the surface of the samples. Because of the high

alloy content of these alloys, the layer formed is most likely a protective oxide.

Figure 4.28 shows a plot of the weight gain vs. time for FM72 exposed to Gases 4

and 5. This plot is also representative for IN622 and IN625 in these gases. The weight

gain of each sample was very small and ranged from 0.05 to 0.2 mg/cm2. The formation

of a protective oxide layer supports these very low weight gains.

4.2.1.2. Fe-Cr alloy

309SS also experienced similar corrOSIOn resistance in Gases 4 and 5 (Pt

catalyzed). Figure 4.29 shows the cross section of 309SS exposed to Gas 4. Again, a

very thin oxide layer formed on the surface, and because of the high chromium content in

the alloy, it is most likely a protective Cr203 layer.

A plot of the weight gain vs. time is shown in Figure 4.30. The weight gain of the

sample in the oxidizing gases ranged from 0.1 to 0.17 mg/cm2. Therefore, the formation

of a protective oxide prevented further weight gain.
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4.2.1.3. Fe-base alloy

A photomicrograph of the cross section of TIl after 100 hours exposure to Gas 4

is seen in Figure 4.31. A similar scale microstructure is formed in Gas 5 (non-catalyzed).

The scale thickness was measured at 26~m. Four main oxide layers are apparent in the

scale, an outer red layer, a thin intermediate light colored layer, an compact gray layer,

and a cracking, less adhesive inner layer. Some slight grain boundary attack is apparent.

X-ray diffraction (Figure 4.32) shows the presence of Fe203 on the surface of the sample.

Under equilibrium conditions, the diffusion path for all of the phases in the scale can be

represented in the phase stability diagram as a line drawn from the point representing the

gas atmosphere to the metal? Therefore, from Figure 4.31, the phase that is

thermodynamically stable at 500°C is Fe203 (outer red layer). Looking at the phase

stability diagram in Figure 4.1, the diffusion path from Fe203 to Fe would include the

formation of Fe304, which makes up the intermediate gray layers.

The microstructure of the cross section of the sample exposed to Gas 5 (Pt

catalyzed) is shown in Figure 4.33. The scale thickness is 31 ~m. Three main layers are

apparent in the corrosion scale - a brittle, red outer layer, a thin, lighter colored layer, and

an inner, cracked gray layer. X-ray diffraction was performed on the sample to determine

the phases present. The spectrum obtained is shown in Figure 4.34, and Table 4.6 lists

the possible phases that match up with the x-ray peaks. From this data, it appears that

both sulfides and oxides have formed the corrosion scale of the specimen, even though

the PS2for Gas 5 is very low. However, the phase stability diagram shown in Figure 4.1
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indicates that Gas 5 is a sulfating gas, which explains the presence of sulfur in the

corrosion scale.

The plot of weight gain vs. time for TIl exposed to Gases 4 and 5 (catalyzed and

non-catalyzed) are shown in Figure 4.31. In Gas 4 and 5 (non-catalyzed), the corrosion

kinetics are close to following parabolic behavior, with n=0.41. This corrosion pattern

can be observed in the plot where the weight gain gradually decreases with time. This

type of behavior is representative of the formation of a passive oxide layer, where the

kinetics are controlled by diffUsion of the oxidizing species through the oxide. This is

supported by the microstructure seen in Figure 4.33. The corrosion kinetics of the sample

exposed to Gas 5 are near parabolic behavior, with n = 0.6. This is again supported by

the formation of a passive oxide layer, seen in the microstructure. The effect of the

catalysis of Gas 5 on the corrosion reaction will be discussed later.

4.2.1.4. Fe-lOwt%Al

A photomicrograph of the cross section of Fe-10wt%AI exposed to Gas 4 and Gas

5 (non-catalyzed) is shown in Figure 4.36. The microstructures look very similar.

However, the scale formed in Gas 5 (non-catalyzed) is not continuous and is much

thinner than that formed in Gas 4. Several corrosion layers are apparent, but not all of

them are continuous throughout the specimen. The thickness of the scale is relatively

thin at 14 flm. EDS was performed on the sample to determine the elements present in

each layer of the scale. An SEM image of the sample area where energy dispersive

spectroscopy (EDS) was performed is shown in Figure 4.37. The spectra obtained for

points A and B are seen in Figures 4.38 and 4.39. Figure 4.38 shows the presence of iron
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and oxygen in the outer layer of the scale. EDS of the inner layer shows a mixture of iron

and aluminum oxides present.

The microstructure of the corrosion scale of the sample exposed to Gas 5 (Pt

catalyzed) is seen in Figure 4.40. Four main layers are apparent within the scale - an

outer, chunky layer, a thin, light colored layer, an intermediate gray layer, and an inner,

multiphase layer that somewhat attacks the substrate. The scale thickness was measured

to be 17llm. Figure 4.41 and Table 4.7 show the possible phases formed in the scale.

Additional analysis using (EDS) indicates the presence of iron, aluminum, oxygen, and

sulfur within the scale (Figures 4.42-4.45). Therefore, the scale may consist of a mixture

of oxides, sulfides, or sulfates. In both the Fe-S-O and the AI-S-O phase stability

diagrams, Gas 5 lies the sulfating region. Therefore, sulfur attack is possible even with

the very low PS2 of the gas.

The weight gain vs. time for Fe-10wt%AI exposed to Gases 4 and 5 (catalyzed

and non-catalyzed) are plotted in Figure 4.46. The alloy experienced relatively low

weight gains in Gases 4. The kinetics follow a linear rate law in Gas 4, with n = 1.0.

From the microstructure, it is apparent that the oxide layers formed in this environment

are not protective, and the rate-controlling step is the adsorption of the oxidizing species

and their reaction with the substrate. The corrosion rate in Gas 5 (non-catalyzed) is

parabolic, with n=0.55. This is reflective of the formation of a passive layer. The

kinetics of the corrosion in Gas 5 (catalyzed) are in between linear and parabolic

behavior, with n = 0.8. The weight gained in Gas 5 (catalyzed) after 100 hours was as

high as that gained in the sulfidizing gases. However, the scale thickness of the scale
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formed in Gas 5 is less than the scale thickness of the sulfides. This implies that the

phases formed from exposure to Gas 5 have a higher density than iron sulfide.

The platinum wire catalyst used to force the reaction of 02 and S02 to form S03

has a large effect on the corrosion of Fe-l Owt%Al. In Gas 5 without the catalyst, the

microstructure of the scale formed on the alloy is very similar to that formed in Gas 4.

This would imply that in the Fe-S-O phase stability diagram (Figure 4.1), Gas 5 without

the catalyst would lie in the same phase field as Gas 4. In these gases, iron oxides form

on the scale. However, S03 gas reacts readily with iron oxide to form iron sulfate.

Therefore, the higher weight gain observed for Fe-lOwt%AI in Gas 5 (catalyzed) would

be attributed to the formation of a sulfate in the scale.3

4.3 Summary

A comparison of the scale thicknesses of each alloy in each gas composition is

seen Figure 4.47. TIl seems to form relatively thick scales in all of the gases tested,

although the scales formed in the oxidizing gases were thinner than those formed in the

sulfidizing gases. The nickel-base alloys exhibit thick scale formation in the sulfidizing

gases, but very thin, almost non-existent scales in the oxidizing environments. 309SS

follows a similar trend in the oxidizing environments. Both FM72 and 309SS have

thinner scales than the Inconel alloys in the sulfidizing gases. The iron aluminide

performs very well in the highly sulfidizing gas, forming a very thin scale in Gas 1;

however, it forms a relatively thick scale in the higher oxidizing environment of Gases 4

and 5 (catalyzed). In Gas 5 (non-catalyzed), the scale formed after 100 hours was thin
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and non-continuous. The parabolic kinetics indicate the formation of a passive layer in

this environment.

Figure 4.48 compares the n-values obtained for each alloy in each gas

composition. Even though the Inconel alloys possessed very thick scales in the

sulfidizing atmospheres, they all followed parabolic kinetics. However, 309 stainless

steel exhibits kinetics which are close to linear in the sulfidizing gases. TIl experiences

almost linear kinetics in Gas 1, but more parabolic kinetics in Gases 2-5. The iron

aluminide displays linear behavior in all of the gas compositions except Gas 1 and Gas 5

(non-catalyzed). It is important to note that the n-values of the corrosion rates do not

directly relate to the thickness of the scales formed after 100 hours. The n-values give an

average for all of the layers formed and are not indicative of the scale thickness or weight

gam.

A plot of the weight gain vs. the scale thickness for all of the alloys in all of the

gas compositions is shown in Figure 4.49. A general relationship between the scale

thickness and the weight gain can be made mathematically. This is seen in Figure 4.48.

A best fit line of y = 0.0602x1.l982 describes an almost linear relationship. However, it

must be noted that the different phases formed possess different densities. For example,

in Figure 32, IN622 in Gas 3 exhibits a higher weight gain than TIl in Gas 1, however,

TIl possesses a scale 10 I.lm thicker than the Inconel alloy. The reason for this

discrepancy is due to the fact that nickel is heavier element than iron; therefore, the

nickel-bearing phases formed in the corrosion scale would have a higher mass than the
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iron sulfides formed on TIl. Table 4.7 summanzes corrOSIOn kinetics and scale

thickness of each alloy exposed to each gas composition.

A schematic of each of the microstructures is shown in Figures 4.50. The

sulfidation of the nickel base alloys involves the formation of an outer Ni3S2 layer and

an inner mixture of various sulfides. The corrosion scale formed on 309SS during

sulfidation consists of an outer Fel-xS layer and an inner, more compact FeCr2S4 layer.

Fel_xS is the main constituent formed during the sulfidation of TIL Fe-lOwt%Al also

forms an outer Fel-xS layer under sulfidizing conditions. The inner layer consists of

FeAhS4. However, under extremely sulfidizing conditions, a protective oxide layer

forms on Fe-l Owt%Al

Under oxidizing conditions, both the nickel-base alloys and the stainless steel

form a protective oxide layer on the surface (Figure 4.53). In Gas 4, iron oxide layers

form on TIL A mixture of iron and aluminum oxides form on Fe-lOwt%Al under

oxidizing conditions.

4.4 Cyclic Gas Experiments

Light Optical photomacrographs of the alloys after 96 hours exposure of 12 hour

cycles between Gases 5 (catalyzed) and 3 at 500eC are shown in Figure 4.51. Because

the start-up gas atmosphere in a boiler is oxidizing, the alloys were exposed to a Gas 5

(catalyzed) cycle first. The scales formed on the surface of IN622 and IN625 were very

thin and yellow in color. In contrast, FM72 possessed a thin, dark colored scale.

Differences in alloying compositions may explain the differences in surface scales
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formed between FM72 and the Inconel alloys. A thin, gray colored scale formed on

309SS. Both TIl and Fe-l Owt%AI formed thicker scales than the other alloys.

4.4.1. Microstructures and Kinetics

4.4.1.1. Nickel-base alloys

Cross sections of the scale microstructures of the nickel-base alloys are shown in

Figures 52-53. The scales formed on IN622 and IN625 appear to have two thin layers 

an outer, sulfide layer and an inner layer that attacks the metal at the dendrites. The scale

thicknesses ofIN622 and IN625 are 3.851lm and 2.1 311m respectively. The scale formed

on FM72 is thicker than the Inconel alloys. The scale-metal interface is scalloped in

shape, which indicates some attack of the substrate. The average thickness is 17.5Ilm.

Several layers appear to have formed in the FM72 scale, Figure 53. XRD detected the

presence of NhS2 in the scale (Figure 4.54). An extraneous peak pointed to the

possibility of Cr203 in the scale, shown in Table 4.9. Therefore, it is possible that the

layers are alternating oxides and sulfide because of the alternating gas compositions.

Plots comparing the weight gain vs. time in Gas 3, Gas 5 (catalyzed), and the

cyclic atmosphere for IN622, IN625, and FM72 are shown in Figures 4.55-4.57. All of

the alloys experienced much lower corrosion rates in the cyclic atmosphere compared to

exposure to Gas 3. However, corrosion in the cyclic atmosphere was slightly higher than

in Gas 5 (catalyzed). However, it appears that exposure to Gas 5 (catalyzed) during the

gas cycles attributes to the lower corrosion rates observed.
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4.4.1.2. Fe-Cr alloy

A cross section of the corrosion scale formed on 309SS is seen in Figure 4.58. A

layered structure similar to that seen on FM72 is apparent. The scale thickness is 6.1 ~m,

which is thicker than the Inconel alloys, but thinner than FM72. X-ray diffraction

detected Fel-xS and FeCr2S3 in the corrosion scale (Figure 4.59). However, a peak at 28

= 50.7 implies the existence of Cr203 in the scale, as seen in Table 4.10. Therefore, it

appears that the specimen underwent both oxidation and sulfidation under these

conditions.

Figure 4.60 compares the weight gain vs. time for 309SS exposed to Gas 3, Gas 5

(catalyzed) and cyclic atmosphere. Much lower weight gains are observed in the cyclic

atmosphere compared to Gas 3. The weight gain from exposure to the cyclic atmosphere

is slightly larger than that seen in Gas 5 (catalyzed). Therefore, exposure to an oxidizing

atmosphere may be the source of the low weight gain observed.

4.4.1.3. Fe-base alloy

A layered structure also appears in the corrosion scale formed on TIl, as seen in

Figure 4.61. X-ray diffraction (Figure 4.62) indicates the formation ofFel_xS in the scale.

The extraneous peaks indicate the additional existence of iron oxide or iron sulfate (Table

4.11). EDS (Figures 4.63 and 4.64) performed on the scale showed the presence of iron,

chromium, sulfur, and oxygen in the scale adjacent to the base metal. Iron, sulfur, and

oxygen were the only elements that were detected in areas near the scale/gas interface.

Therefore, the scale most likely formed by the outward diffusion of iron ions and their

reaction with the oxidizing and sulfidizing gases.
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Figure 4.65 compares the weight gain vs. time for the corrosion of TIl in Gas 3,

Gas 5 (catalyzed), and cyclic atmosphere. Higher weight gains are observed for exposure

to the cyclic atmosphere compared to Gas 3. However, exposure to Gas 5 (catalyzed)

resulted in a higher weight gain than exposure to the cyclic atmosphere. The thickness of

the scale formed in the cyclic atmosphere measured 27".1m, which is thinner than the

scales formed in Gas 3 and Gas 5.

4.4.1.4. Fe-lOwt%AI

A cross section of the scale microstructure of Fe-l Owt%AI exposed to the cyclic

oxidizing and sulfidizing atmospheres is shown in Figure 4.66. The scale thickness is

much larger than the scales formed in Gases 3 and 5 (catalyzed). Three main corrosion

layers are apparent in the scale - an outer, porous layer, an intermediate gray layer, and

an inner two-phase layer. X-ray diffraction (Figure 4.67) detected the presence of both

oxides and sulfides in the scale. Table 4.12 lists the possible phases that match with the

XRD spectrum.

Figure 4.68 compares the weight gain vs. time for Fe-l Owt%AI exposed to Gas 3,

Gas 5 (catalyzed) and the cyclic atmosphere. A larger weight gain over time is apparent

for the alloy exposed to the cyclic atmosphere. This high weight gain is reflective of the

formation of non-protective scales in both Gas 3 and 5 (catalyzed)

Because the platinum wire catalyst in Gas 5 causes a significant change in the

corrosion of T11 and Fe-l Owt%Al, it should be noted that the corrosion in cycling

atmospheres may change without the use of the catalyst. The kinetics and microstructure

of Fe-IOwt%Al exposed to Gas 5 lacking the catalyst indicated the formation of a
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passive layer. This type of corrosion scale formed may increase the corrosion resistance

under cyclic atmospheres.

4.5 Summary

Figure 4.69 compares the thickness of the corrosion scales for the alloys exposed

to Gas 3, Gas 5 (catalyzed), and Gas 5 (catalyzed) - 3 cycle. The formation of very thin

corrosion scales in the nickel-base alloys indicates an increase in corrosion resistance in

the gas cycling environment. Because the thickness of the scales is much smaller than in

the pure sulfidizing atmosphere, it can be determined that the lower weight gain/thinner

corrosion scale can be attributed to alloys' exposure to the oxidizing gas. 30988 also

follows a similar behavior. Exposure of TIl in the cyclic atmosphere resulted in a lower

scale thickness compared to constant exposures of Gases 3 and 5 (catalyzed). Therefore,

TIl exhibits slightly better corrosion resistance in the cycling environment. Fe-IOwt%AI

suffered an increase in corrosion when exposed to the cycling environment because of the

platinum catalysis of Gas 5. It is possible that because the alloy formed a passive layer in

Gas 5 without the platinum catalyst, it may possess better corrosion resistance in cyclic

atmospheres without a catalyzed gas.
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5.0 Conclusions

1. The nickel-base alloys displayed parabolic corrosion kinetics in the sulfidizing

atmospheres, which indicates diffusion-controlled corrosion. They also exhibited

very good corrosion resistance the in the oxidizing atmospheres due to the

formation of a protective oxide layer.

2. The stainless steel possessed lower weight gams and scale thickness in the

sulfidizing atmospheres compared to the nickel-base alloys. The formation of the

compact spinel phase (FeCr2S4) is attributed to the lower weight gains. It also

displayed very good corrosion resistance in the oxidizing environments because

of the formation of a protective Cr203 layer.

3. Fe-10wt%AI exhibited excellent corrosion resistance m the most sulfidizing

atmosphere due to the formation of a protective oxide layer. The use of a

platinum wire catalyst increases the corrosion of the alloy due to the reaction

between iron oxide and S03 to form a sulfate. Fe-10wt%AI experienced very low

weight gains in the non-catalyzed gas, which reflects relatively good corrosion

resistance in oxidizing environments.

4. The nickel-base alloys and the stainless steel exhibited very good corrOSIOn

resistance in the cycling environment. This is attributed to the cyclic exposure to

Gas 5.
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a) IN625 in Gases 1,2 and 3

b) IN622 in Gases 1,2 and 3

c) FM72 in Gases 1,2 and 3.

Figure 4. 5: Light optical photmacrographs of a) IN622, b)IN625 and c) FM72 after 100 hours

exposure to Gases 1, 2 and 3 at 500°C.
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a) IN625 in Gases 1,2 and 3

b) IN622 in Gases 1,2 and 3

-•.;,

c) FM72 in Gases 1,2 and 3.

Figure 4. 5: Light optical photmacrographs of a) 1N622, b)1N625 and c) FM72 after 100 hours
exposure to Gases 1, 2 and 3 at 500°C.
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a) TIl steel in Gases 1,2, and 3

b) 30988 in Gases 1,2 and 3

c) Fe-l OWO,/oAl in Gases 1, 2 , and 3

Figure 4. 6: Light optical macrographs of a) Tll steel, b) 30988 and c) Fe-1Owt%Al after 100 hours

exposure in Gases 1, 2 and 3 at 500°C.
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• INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

a) Tll steel in Gases 1. 2. and 3

b) 30988 in Gases 1.2 and 3

c) Fe-l0w%Al in Gases 1.2. and 3

Figure 4. 6: Light optical macrographs of a) TIl steel, b) 30988 and c) Fe-lOwt%Al after 100 hours
exposure in Gases 1,2 and 3 at SOO°c.
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figure 4. 7: Photomicrograph of the cross section oflN622 exposed to Gas 1 at 500 0 e for 100 hours.

figure 4. 8: Photomicrograph of the cross section of IN625 exposed to Gas 3 at 500 0 e for 100 hours.
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

Figure -1.7: Photomicrograph of the cross section oflN622 exposed to Gas I at 500°C for 100 hours.

20 pm

Figure.t.8: Photomicrograph of the cross section of IN625 exposed to Gas 3 at 500°C for 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 9: Photomicrograph of the cross section of FM72 exposed to Gas 2 at 500°C for 100 hours.
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• INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE.

Figure 4. 9: Photomicrograph of the cross section of FM72 exposed to Gas 2 at 500°C for 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 10: ~-ray diffraction spectrum obtained for IN625 exposed to Gas 2 performed with Cu
Ka radiation. Peaks indicate presence of NhS2 in corrosion scale.

Table 4. 1: Powder diffraction table for Ni3S2 from JCPDS - International Centre for Diffraction
Data

28 Relative Intensity

21.75 67

31.10 100

37.78 33

38.27 11

44.33 31

49.73 43

50.12 39

54.62 13

55.16 45

55.30 38
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Figure 4. 11: X-ray spectrum for FM72 exposed to Gas 3 for 100 hours at 500°C performed with Cu
Ka radiation.
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Table 4. 2: List of possible phases that formed on FM72 exposed to Gas 3. Data obtained from
JCPDS - International Centre for Diffraction Data.

FM72 Possible
Gas3 FeS FeS2 NiS Ni3S2 NiS2 NiO Cr203 CrS Cr2S3 Compounds
21.7 21.755 Ni3S2
25.1 ?

NiS2,
27.3 27.272 27.5 Cr2S3
29.6 29.943 29.563 FeS, CrS

31.1 31.105 31.615 Ni3S2, NiS2
FeS, NiS,

35.8 35.553 35.73 35.336 NiS2
FeS2, NiS,
Ni3S2, NiO,

37.8 37.07 37.38 37.78 37.25 37.733 CrS

38.2 38.272 38.815 Ni3S2, NiS2
Ni3S2,
Cr203,

44.3 44.331 44.194 44.594 Cr2S3
47.2 47.162 47.42 FeS, FeS2
49.7 49.734 Ni3S2

NiS, Ni3S2,
50.1 50.19 50.123 50.22 . Cr203
50.8 ?
51.7 ?

Ni3S2,
54.6 54.621 54.852 Cr203
55.3 55.162 Ni3S2
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Figure 4.12: Plot of weight gain vs. time for IN622: a) Unear and b) logarithmic for exposure to
Gases 1, 2, and 3 for 100 hours at 500°C.
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Figure 4.12: Plot of weight gain vs. time for IN622: a) linear and b) logarithmic for exposure to
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Figure 4.13: Plot of weight gain vs. time for IN625: a) linear and b) logarithmic for exposure to
Gases 1, 2, and 3 for 100 hours at 500°C.
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Figure 4. 13: Plot of weight gain vs. time for IN625: a) linear and b) logarithmic for exposure to
Gases 1,2, and 3 for 100 hours at 500°C.
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Figure 4.14: Plot of weight gain vs. time for FM72: a) linear and b) logarithmic for exposure to
Gases 1,2, and 3 for 100 hours at 500°C.
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Figure 4. 14: Plot of weight gain vs. time for FM72: a) linear and b) logarithmic for exposure to
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a)

b)

20 11m-
Figure 4.15: Photomicrograph of the cross section of309SS exposed to a)Gas 1 and b)Gas 3 at
500°C for 100 hours.
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20~m-

Figure 4. 15: Photomicrograph of the cross section of 30988 exposed to alGas 1 and. b)Gas 3 at
500°C for 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 16: X-ray diffraction spectrum obtained for 309SS exposed to Gas 1 performed with Mo
Ka radiation. Peaks indicate presence of FeS and FeCr2S4 in corrosion seal

Table 4. 3: Powder diffraction table for FeS and FeCr2S4 from JCPDS - International Centre for
Diffraction Data

FeS FeCr2S4 Relative Intensity
13.77 13.67
13.99

14.3
15.48
16.36

16.57
18.12

19.87
21.7 21.85

23.86
24.46
25.83

26.9
28.38
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Figure 4.17: Plot of weight gain vs. time for 30988 exposed to sulfidizing gases at 500°C for 100
hours: a) linear and b) logarithmic.
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Figure 4. 17: Plot of weight gain vs. time for 30988 exposed to sulfidizing gases at 500°C for 100
hours: a) linear and b) logarithmic.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.18: Photomicrograph ofthe cross section ofTll exposed to Gas 1 at 500°C for 100 hours:
a) Fel_xS layer which spalied off of the substrate and b) Fel_xs layer enriched in Cr and Mo adjacent to
substrate.
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a)

b)

20um

Figure 4. 18: Photomicrograph of the cross section of TIl exposed to Gas 1 at 500°C for 100 hours:
a) Fel_xS layer which spalled off of the substrate and b) Fel_xs layer enriched in Cr and Mo adjacent to

substrate.
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Figure 4. 19: I'hotomicrograph of the cross section of Ttl exposed to Gas 3 at 500°C for 100 hours.
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figure 4. 19: Photomicrograph of the cross section of TIl exposed to Gas 3 at 500°C for 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 20: X-ray diffraction spectrum obtained for outer scale formed on Ttt steel exposed to
Gas t performed with Cu Ka radiation. Peaks indicate formation of FeS scale.

Table 4. 4: Powder diffraction table for FeS from JCPDS - International Centre for Diffraction
Data

28 Relative Intensity

29.62 466

33.45 439

42.58 33

43.18 999

52.55 335
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Figure 4. 21: Plot of weight gain vs. tiMe for Ttl exposed to the sulfIdiziJJggases'at500°C for 100
hours: a) linear and b)logarithmic
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Figure 4. 22: Photomicrograph of the cross section of Fe-l0wt%Al exposed to Gas 1 at 500°C for 100
hours.

Figure 4. 23: Photomicrograph of the cross section of Fe-lOwt%Al exposed to Gas 3 at 500°C for 100
hours.
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20uI11--
Figure 4. 22: Photomicrograph of the cross section of fe-l Owt%AI exposed to Gas 1 at 500°C for 100

hours.

20uIl1

Figure 4. 23: Photomicrograph of the cross section of Fe-l Owt%AI exposed to Gas 3 at 500°C for 100
hours.
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Figure 4. 24: Plot ofweight gain vs. time for Fe-1Owt%A1 exposed to the sulfidizing gases at 500°C
for 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 24: Plot of weight gain vs. time for Fe-lOwt%AI exposed to the sulfidizing gases at 500°C
for 100 hours.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4. 25: Light optical macrographs ofa)IN622, b)IN625, and c)FM72 after 100 hours exposure
toGases 4 and 5 at 500C.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure -to 25: Light optical macrographs ofa)IN622, b)IN625, and c)FM72 after 100 hours exposure
toGases 4 and 5 at 500C.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4. 26: Light optical macrographs of a)309SS b)Fe-l.OCr-O.5MO and c)Fe-1Owt%AI after 100
hours exposure toGases 4 and 5 at 500C.
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a)

..

\

.~

b)

c)

Figure 4. 26: Light optical macrographs of a)309SS b)Fe-1.0Cr-O.SMO and c)Fe-l0wt%Al after 100
hours exposure toGases 4 and 5 at SOOc.
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20 11m-
Figure 4. 27: Photomicrograph ofthe cross section of FM72 exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed) (catalyzed)
at 500°C for 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 28: Plot of weight gain vs. time for FM72 in Gases 4 and 5 at 500°C for 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 27: Photomicrograph ofthe cross section ofFM72 exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed) (catalyzed)

at 500°C for 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 28: Plot ofweight gain vs. time for FM72 in Gases 4 and 5 at 500°C for 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 29: Photomicrograph of the cross section of309SS exposed to Gas 4 at SOO°C for 100
hours.
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Figure 4. 30: Plot of weight gain vs. time for 309SS exposed to Gases 4 and 5 for 100 hours at 500°C.
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20 11m

Figure 4. 29: Photomicrograph ofthe cross section of 30988 exposed to Gas 4 at 500°C for 100
hours.
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Figure 4. 30: Plot of weight gain vs. time for 30988 exposed to Gases 4 ant;l5 for 100 hours at 5000C.
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Figure 4. 31: Photomicrograph of the cross section ofT11 steel exposed to Gas 4 at 500°C for 100
hours.
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20um........

Figure 4. 31: Photomicrograph of the cross section ofTl1 steel exposed to Gas 4 at 500°C for 100

hours.
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Figure 4. 32: X-ray diffraction spectrum obtained for Ttl exposed to Gas 4 performed with Cu Ka
radiation. Peaks indicate presence of Fez03 in corrosion scale.

Table 4. 5: Powder diffraction table for Fez03 from JCPDS - International Centre for Diffraction
Data.

28 Relative Intensity

33.45 999

35.88 699

41.18 197

49.86 327

54.55 403

57.88 22
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J

Figure 4. 33: Photomicrograph of the cross section of Ttl steel exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed)
(catalyzed) at 500°C for 100 hours.
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20UIn

Figure 4. 33: Photomicrograph of the cross section of Ttt steel exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed)
(catalyzed) at 500°C for tOO hours.
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Figure 4. 34: X-ray spectrum obtained for TIt exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed) (catalyzed) at 500°C for
tOO hours
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Table 4. 6: List of possible phases formed on Ttl exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed) (catalyzed). Data
obtained from JCPDS-International Centre for Diffraction Data.

T-11 Possible
Gas5 FeS FeS2 Fe203 Fe304 Fe2(S04)3 FeS04 Cr203 CrS Cr2S3 Compounds

17.4 ?

17.9 ?
FeS,

Fe304,
18.2 18.73 18.988 18.038 Cr2S3
18.5

Fe203,
FeS04,

24.9 24.33 24.052 24.355 24.494 Fe2(S04)3
24.742

25.9 FeS04
27.1 27.5 Cr2S3
27.3
27.5
28.7 28.51 28.161 FeS2, CrS
30.2 30.4 30.198 30.08 FeS, CrS

FeS, FeS2,
Fe203,

Fe2(S04)3,
33.5 33.69 33.04 33.45 33.458 33.597 33.756 CrS

34.001

34.9 34.116 34.194 34.206 FeS04, CrS

35.7 35.55 35.88 FeS, Fe203
43.3 43.18 43.035 FeS

Fe2(S04)3,
48.2 48.869 48.51 CrS
57.1 ?
62.7 62.94 Fe203
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Figure 4. 35: Plot ofweight gain vs. time for Tll exposed to Gases 4, 5, and 5 (pt catalyzed) for 100
hours at 500°C: a) linear and b)logarithmic.
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Figure 4. 35: Plot of weight gain vs. time for Tll exposed to Gases 4, 5, and 5 (pt catalyzed) for 100
hours at 500°C: a) linear and b)logarithmic.
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Figure 4.36: Photomicrograph of the cross section of Fe-l0wt%AI exposed to a) Gas 4 and b) Gas 5
(non-catalyzed) at 500°C for 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 36: Photomicrograph of the cross section of Fe-IOwt%AI exposed to a) Gas 4 and b) Gas 5

(non-catalyzed) at 500°C for 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 37: Scanning electron microscope image of Fe-IOwt%AI exposed to Gas 4 at 500°C for 100
hours. A and B designate areas for EDS.
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Figure 4. 38: EDS spectrum obtained from area A in Figure 4. 37.
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Figure 4. 37: Scanning electron microscope image of Fe-10wt%AI exposed to Gas 4 at 500°C for 100
hours. A and B designate areas for EDS.
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Figure 4. 38: EDS spectrum obtained from area A in Figure 4. 37.
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Figure 4. 39: EDS spectrum obtained from area B in Figure 4. 37.
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Figure 4. 40: Photomicrograph of cross section of Fe-lOwt%AI exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed) at 500°C
for 100 hours.
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Figure 4.41: X-ray spectrum obtained for Fe-lOwt%AI exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed) (catalyzed).
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Figure 4. 40: Photomicrograph of cross section of Fe-l0wt%AI exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed) at 500°C

for 100 hours.
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Figure 4.41: X-ray spectrum obtained for Fe-l0wt%AI exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed) (catalyzed).
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Table 4. 7: List of possible phases formed on Fe-lOwt%AI exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed). Data
obtained from JCPDS - International Centre for Diffraction Data.

Fe10AI, Possible
Gas5 FeS FeS2 Fe203 Fe304 Fe2(S04)3 FeS04 Cr203 CrS Cr2S3 Compounds
12.9 ?
16.3 ?

18.7 18.73 18.99 18.04 FeS, Fe304
19.8
22.4 22.268 FeS04

Fe203,
FeS04,

24.7 24.33 24.052 24.355 24.49 Fe2(S04)3
24.742

26.2 26.091 FeS04
NiS2,

27.2 27.5 Cr2S3
27.7 28.16
30.1 30.4 30.2 30.08 FeS,

FeS, FeS2,
Fe203,

33.2 33.69 33.04 33.45 33.458 33.6 33.76 Fe2(S04)3

35.5 35.55 35.88 FeS, Fe203
43.1 43.18 43.04 FeS

Fe203,
49.5 49.86 49.907 Fe2S04
57.1 ?
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Figure 4. 42: SEM image of cross section of Fe-IOwt%AI exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed). A, B, and C
indicate areas where EDS was performed.
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Figure 4. 42: SEM image of cross section of Fe-10wt%AI exposed to Gas 5 (catalyzed). A, B, and C
indicate areas where EDS was performed.
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Figure 4. 43: EDS spectrum obtained from area A in Figure 4. 42.
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Figure 4. 44: EDS spectrum obtained from area B in Figure 4. 42.
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Figure 4. 45: EDS spectrum obtained from area C in Figure 4. 42.
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Figl,lre 4. 46: Plot of weight gain vs. time a) linear and b)logarithmic for Fe-1Owt%AI exposed to
Gases 4 and 5 (catalyzed and non-catalyzed) at 500°C 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 46: Plot of weight gain vs. time a) linear and b)logarithmic for Fe-lOwt%Al exposed to
Gases 4 and 5 (catalyzed and non-catalyzed) at 500°C 100 hours.
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Figure 4. 47: Comparison of scale thickness for each alloy exposed to each gas composition. (Gas 5
non-catalyzed Fe-lOwt%A1 represents largest value of non-uniform corrosion product)
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Figure 4. 47: Comparison of scale thickness for each alloy exposed to each gas composition. (Gas 5
non-catalyzed Fe-lOwt%AI represents largest value of non-uniform corrosion product)
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Figure 4. 48: Comparison of n-values for each alloy exposed to each gas composition.
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Figure 4. 48: Comparison of n-valnes for each alloy exposed to each gas composition.
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Table 4. 8: Summary of corrosion kinetics and scale thickness of each alloy exposed to each gas
composition.

Gas Alloy Equation R2 thickness (urn)
1 IN622 Y= 0~5841x - 1.316 R2 = 0.991 52.25
2 IN622 Y=0.4856x - 0.5006 R2 = 0.9646 40.00
3 IN622 Y= 0.4969x - 0.8133 R2 = 0.9924 60.13
1 IN625 Y= 0.50780x - 0.9398 R2 = 0.9732 52.35
2 IN625 _'1= 0.j236x - 0.8935 R2 = 0.9933 33.22
3 IN625 Y= 0.4475x - 0.888 R2 = 0.9602 53.78
1 FM72 Y= 0.5759x -1.4541 R2 = 0.9958 41.25
2 FM72 Y= 0.2963x - 0.62 R2 = 0.9534 21.13
3 FM72 Y= 0.556x - 1.62269 R2 = 0.9027 24.35

1 30955 Y= 0.7088x - 2.0046 R2 = 0.9916 29.8
2 30955 Y= 0.8094 - 2.5803 R2 = 0.996 27.41
3 30955 Y= .9305 - 2.8897 R2 = 0.9996 28.54

1 T11 Y= 0.8114x - 2.0921 R2 = 0.9882 70.24
2 T11 Y= 0.6084x - 1.625 R2 = 0.9789 37.8
3 T11 Y= 0.6174x - 1.8005 R2 = 0.997 35.29
4 T11 Y= 0.3827x - 1.0238 R2 = 0.9952 26.74
5 T11 Y= 0.3538x - 0.9274 R2 = 0.9984 25.33

5 (catalyzed) T11 y = 0.57x - 1.5434 R2 = 0.9952 31.17

1 Fe-10AI undefined 2.1
2 Fe-10AI y = 0.9346x - 2.9041 R2 = 0.9997 30.7
3 Fe-10AI y = 0.895x - 2.744 R2 = 0.9995 30.27
4 Fe-10AI y = 0.9117x - 3.4787 R2 = 0.9493 14.24
5 Fe-10AI y = 0.5588x - 2.4419 R2 = 0.9849 7.97

5 (catalyzed) Fe-10AI y - 0.7842x - 2.361 R2 = 0.9921 17.35
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Figure 4. 50: Schematic illustration of the oxidaton and sulfidation of each alloy.
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Figure 4. 50: Schematic illustration ofthe oxidaton and sulfidation of each alloy.
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a)

d)

b)

e)

c)

f)

Figure 4. 51: Light optical macrographs of a)IN622, b)IN625, c) FM72, d) 30988, e)Tll and f) Fe
IOwt%Al after 96 hours exposure to cyclic gas atmosphere at 500°C.
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Figure 4. 51: Light optical macrographs of a)IN622, b)IN625, c) FM72, d) 30988, e)T11 and 1) Fe
10wt%AI after 96 hours exposure to cyclic gas atmosphere at 500°C.
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a)

20 l.lm-

b)

Figure 4. 52: Photomicrographs of the cross sections of a)IN625 and b)IN622 after 96 hours
exposure to cyclic atmosphere at 500°C.
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a)

b)

Figure 4. 52: Photomicrographs of the cross sections of a)IN625 and b)IN622 after 96 hours
exposure to cyclic atmosphere at 500°C.
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Figure 4. 53: Photomicrograph of the cross section of FM72 after 96 hours exposure to cyclic gas

atmosphere at 500°C.
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Figure 4. 53: Photomicrograph of the cross section of FM72 after 96 hours exposure to cyclic gas

atmosphere at 500°C.
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Figure 4. 54: X-ray spectrum obtained for FM72 exposed to cyclic atmosphere for 96 hours at 500°C
performed with Cu Ka radiation.

Table 4. 9: List of possible phases formed in FM72 exposed to cyclic atmosphere. Data obtained
from JCPDS - International Centre for Diffraction Data.

FM72 Possible
GasCycie FeS FeS2 Fe304 NiS Ni3S2 NiS2 NiO Cr203 CrS Compounds

21.7 21.76 Ni3S2

31.1 31.249 31.11 31.615 Ni3S2, NiS2
FeS, NiS,

35.5 35.55 35.73 35.336 NiS2
FeS2, NiS,
Ni3S2, NiO,

37.7 37.074 37.38 37.78 37.25 37.733 CrS
43.9 43.18 43.28 43.035

NiS, Ni3S2,

50.7 50.19 50.12 50.22 Cr203
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Figure 4. 55: Comparison of corrosion kinetics for IN622 in Gas 3, Gas 5 (catalyzed), and cyclic
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Figure 4. 55: Comparison of corrosion kinetics for IN622 in Gas 3, Gas 5 (catalyzed), and cyclic
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Figure 4. 57: Comparison of corrosion kinetics for FM72 in Gas 3, Gas 5 (catalyzed), and cyclic

atmosphere.
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Figure 4. 57: Comparison of corrosion kinetics for FM72 in Gas 3, Gas 5 (catalyzed), and cyclic
atmosphere.
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20~m

Figure 4. 58: Photomicrograph of the cross section of 309SS exposed to cyclic atmosphere for 96
cycles at 500°C.
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Figure 4. 59: XRD spectrum obtained for 309SS exposed to cyclic atmosphere for 96 hours at 500°C
performed with Cu Ka radiation.

Table 4. 10: List of possible phases formed in 309SS exposed to cyclic atmosphere. Data obtained
from JCPDS - International Centre for Diffraction Data.

309SS
Gas Possible
cycle FeS Fe203 FeCr2S4 NiS Ni3S2 NiS2 NiO Cr203 CrS Compounds

FeS, CrS,
29.9 29.943 29.7 29.563 FeCr2S4

FeS, FeS,
Fe203,

33.8 33.693 33.45 33.6 33.756 Cr203
FeS,

Fe203,
NiS, NiO,

35.5 35.553 35.88 35.73 35.34 CrS
43.8 43.181 43.28 43.035 FeS, NiO

NiS, Ni3S2,
50.7 50.19 50.123 50.22 Cr203
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Figure 4. 60: Comparison of weight gain vs. time for the exposure of309SS in Gas 3, Gas 5
(catalyzed), and cyclic atmosphere.
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Figure 4. 60: Comparison of weight gain vs. time for the exposure of 30988 in Gas 3, Gas 5
(catalyzed), and cyclic atmosphere.
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Figure 4.61: Photomicrograph of the cross section ofT11 exposed to cyclic atmosphere for 96 hours

at 500°C.
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Figure 4.61: Photomicrograph of the cross section ofT11 exposed to cyclic atmosphere for 96 hours
at 500°C.
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Figure 4. 62: X-ray spectrum obtained for Ttl exposed to cyclic atmosphere performed using Cu
Ka radiation.
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Table 4. II: List of possible phases formed on Ttl exposed to cyclic atmosphere. Data obtained
from JCPDS - International Centre for Diffraction Data.

T-11,
Gas Possible

Cycle FeS FeS2 Fe203 Fe304 Fe2(S04)3 FeS04 Cr203 Compounds
30.3 30.402 FeS
34.1 34.116 FeS04

35.7 35.553 35.88 FeS, Fe203
Fe(S04)3,

FeS2,
37.2 37.074 37.807 37.892 FeS04
43.3 43.181 FeS

Fe304,
44 44.762 44.061 44.194 FeS04

FeS,
FeS04,

53.5 53.169 53.478 53.548 Fe2(S04)3
57.1 ?
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Figure 4. 63: EDS spectrum obtained for area A in Figure 4. 61. Shows presence of iron, chromium,
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Figure 4. 65: Comparison of weight gain vs. time for TIl exposed to Gas 3, Gas 5 (catalyzed), and
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Figure 4. 65: Comparison of weight gain vs. time for Tll exposed to Gas 3, Gas 5 (catalyzed), and
cyclic atmosphere.
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Figure 4. 66: Photomicrograph of the cross section of Fe-l Owt%AI exposed to cyclic gas atmosphere
for 96 hours at 500°C.
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Figure 4.66: Photomicrograph of the cross section of Fe-IOwt%AI exposed to cyclic gas atmosphere
for 96 hours at 500°C.
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Figure 4. 67: X-ray spectrum obtained for Fe-lOwt%AI exposed to cyclic gas atmosphere.
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Table 4.12: List of possible phases formed on Fe-IOwt%AI. Data obtained from JCPDS
International Centre for Diffraction Data.

Fe10AI- Possible
gas cycle FeS FeS2 Fe203 Fe304 Fe2(S04)3 FeS04 Compounds

30 30.402 FeS

FeS, FeS2,
Fe203,

33.8 33.693 33.04 33.447 33.458 Fe2(S04)3

35.5 35.553 35.88 FeS, Fe203
43.3 43.181 FeS

Fe304,
43.7 44.762 44.061 FeS04

FeS, FeS2
47.2 47.162 47.424 47.197 Fe2(S04)3

FeS,
53.2 53.169 53.478 53.548 Fe2(S04)3
57 ?
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Figure 4. 68: Comparison of weight gain vs. time for exposure of Fe-1Owt%AI exposed to Gas 3, Gas
5 (catalyzed), and cyclic atmosphere.
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Figure 4. 68: Comparison of weight gain vs. time for exposure of Fe-lOwt%AI exposed to Gas 3, Gas
5 (catalyzed), and cyclic atmosphere.
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Figure 4. 69: Comparison of the scale thickness ofeach alloy in Gas 3, Gas 5 (catalyzed), and gas
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